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Nuclear Quality Assurance Programs -

Their Role and Their Impacts

B. L. Lex, Manager of Engineering, Bechtel Power Corporation
San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

Quality assurance programs have affected or impacted all aspects of the nuclear

industry in the USA. They are evident in the design phase, in the procurement

of equipments and materials, in the installation and start-up of systems, and in

the continuing operations of nuclear power stations. Although this paper will

address the design process in general, the principles are equally applicable to

control and instrumentation design specifically, as well as to all engineering

disciplines and to all phases of nuclear plant design, construction and operation.

We will examine the major steps in the development of the design requirements

for a nuclear station and the execution of the detailed design, the principal

quality assurance program requirements related to each of these steps, and the

impact of these requirements on the conduct of the work.

The development of the engineering design of a modern nuclear power station

requires the talent and contribution of a large number of engineers from the

basic engineering technical disciplines of civil, mechanical, electrical, nuclear

and control systems engineering. Although various projects may differ in their

nature and scope, the engineering design process follows a typical pattern in all

of them.

A project begins with a scope definition or conceptual phase in which the general

purpose of the required facility is determined, its' size, capacity and location

are established, and a basic physical arrangement of the plant on the site is

developed. The various process systems and structures contained within the

facility are identified and the arrangement of those systems and structures

within the plant is developed. The degree of automation and the basic control
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system philosophy for handling the "man-machine" interface is established.

At the same time, design criteria documents are prepared covering three

different aspects of the work. First are the general design criteria encom-

passing the entire plant. Secondly, are detailed design criteria to govern

the work of each of the technical disciplines involved in the design of the

plant. Thirdly, are the design criteria for the individual systems and

structures.

As the project conceptual design takes shape, a total project engineering,

procurement and construction schedule is developed. The logical sequence

of the individual tasks of the design effort are worked out, manpower assess-

ments correlated to these, and a detailed work plan developed. Once the

engineering work plan is completed, detailed design can take place in two

broad phases. They are the preparation of project definition documents and

the preparation of design implementation documents. We will how examine

each of these phases in a bit more detail.

When a project moves into the detailed design phase, the first work tasks

involved for the design team are the development of specific design definition

documents. These include those documents which define the basic systems and

structures of the plant in sufficient detail that individual procurement actions

and installation drawings and specifications can be prepared. Included are

the following documents:

(1) System/structure functional descriptions

(2) Flow diagrams

(3) Piping and instrument diagrams

(4) Electrical single-line diagrams

(5) Control system logic diagrams

(6) Plant and equipment arrangement drawings
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(7) Control room arrangement drawings, and

(8) Licensing applications and supporting studies

As the design definition is established, detailed design activity moves into the

preparation of design implementation docuraents including such items as:

(I.) Equipment selection studies to define the specific capacities and

characteristics of plant equipment

(2) Control panel layouts

(3) Control loop diagrams defining all necessary instrument and

control devices in each control loop of the plant

(4) Equipment procurement specifications

(5) Structural drawings (foundations, concrete, structural steel,

architectural)

(6) Piping drawings (routings, isometric, supports, restraints)

(7) Electrical schematic diagrams and grounding system

(8) Electrical raceway drawings, both the routings and supports and.

restraints

(9) Electrical wiring cable schedules, including routings, connections

and the sizing of circuits

(10) Instrument installation details and local instrument rack *"

requirements

(11) Construction or erection and installation specifications

(12) Construction testing specifications

(13) Pre-operational testing specifications

(14) Operating and maintenance instructions

All of this work must be accomplished under the control of a set of quality

assurance program criteria defined by the U. S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission

and having an objective of providing confidence that an intended level of quality
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has been achieved. These criteria are elaborated under 18 points; several

of these affect the design work directly, while the impact of others is felt only

indirectly. All of these criteria are based on an underlying premise that

quality will be enhanced if first, work to be accomplished is carefully planned

out before it is undertaken, so that the scope of the work being performed is

carefully understood, the responsibilities for performance of the work are well

defined, and the methods and procedures to be followed in the work are clearly

defined. Second, that significant steps in the conduct of the work, whether

design, manufacturing or installation, are subject to independent review and

verification by persons other than those who are responsible for the work, and

third, that the entire process is recorded or documented so that it is possible

to check that each requirement has been met and so that it is possible under a

future situation to reconstruct exactly how the process was executed.

The criteria on organization and on program define the responsibilities of the

applicant or owner of a nuclear power station to develop and document a complete

and integrated quality assurance program, the extent to which these responsibi-

lities may be delegated to others, and requirements for organizational indepen-

dence of the quality assurance function from other operative functions of the

organization.

Criteria 4 on design control has the major impact. It requires that there be

written procedures defining the organizational responsibilities for execution of

work, the manner in which work conducted by one discipline is coordinated with

that prepared by another, the process by which the correctness of work is verified,

reviewed and approved, and the control of the distribution and use of the resultant

design documents. These procedures are required in order to assure that:

(1) a correct translation of the design basis of the plant into detailed

design documents has been executed
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(2) that appropriate quality standards have been identified and specified

wherever necessary

(3) that correct selection of materials for construction has been made

(4) that interfaces between cooperating design groups or organizations

have been identified and effectively controlled

(5) that documents are issued and used under controlled conditions

(ó) that the design verification process has been carried out

(7) that those persons verifying the technical accuracy and correctness

of design are independent from those who have prepared the design

(8) that any needed qualification testing has been developed and required

(9) that all test procedures and analyses are conducted in a controlled

manner and

(10) that any changes that become necessary to the design are developed

and made in a controlled fashion so as not to create safety problems.

Written procedures covering an engineering design control and quality assurance

program become quite voluminous, particularly in an organization having several

engineering offices, each capable of engineering complete projects. Our docu-

mented design control program, conforming to the 18 Criteria of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission consists of:

(1) a 100-page program document (our QA Program Topical Report)?

(2) a volume of Engineering Policy which establishes the common

engineering control program, applicable to all of our offices,

consisting of over 25 individual policies;

(3) a set of Engineering Department Procedures in each office, which

establish at a somewhat more detailed level how the Policies will

be implemented within the specific organizational structure of

that office. These EDP's generally require 3 or 4 binders and

contain over 40 individual procedures; and
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(4) a set of Engineering Department Project Instructions on each

project which establishes for that project the detailed assignment

of responsibilities at the "who" does "what" and "when" level.

This project-level manual again generally requires 4 or more

volumes and may contain as many as 100 detailed instructions

and procedures.

These design control and quality assurance program documents just described

are all in addition to those basic procedures and controls which we have histori-

cally found needed to operate design offices: Engineering Standards and Design

Guides, Standard Specifications, Standard Details, and so on. They are also

in addition to the U. S. national and industry codes and standards, such as the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and the IEEE/NPEC (the Institute of

Electrical and Electronic Engineers and its' Nuclear Power Engineering Committee)

codes and standards which set essential technical basis for control and instrument

design of nuclear power projects.

The remaining fourteen criteria affect engineering activities indirectly. Criteria 5,

6 and 7 define requirements for the preparation, approval, distribution and control

of design and procurement documents which prescribe activities affecting quality,

and for the evaluation of potential suppliers before purchase orders are issued to

them. Criteria 8 establishes requirements for the identification and control of

parts and materials used in safety-related systems and components. Criteria 9

through 12 require the establishing of written procedures for control of special

processes such as welding and non-destructive testing, inspection activities in

manufacturing shops and in the field, programs for construction and pre-opera-

tional testing, and control of measuring and test equipment.

Criteria 13 through 15 are primarily construction-oriented, treating requirements

for handling, storage and shipping of equipments and materials, identifying

I
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their status during construction, installation and testing, and the control of

non-conforming materials or equipments. Criteria 16 requires that there be a

vritten program for the reporting of failures and deficiencies, and the initiation

of corrective action, and Criteria 17 requires the collection and preservation

of records which show that activities affecting quality were conducted properly.

Finally, Criteria 18 dictates that a comprehensive system of planned and

periodic audits of all portions of the design, procurement, construction and

test program be .carried out to verify, that all work has been performed in confor-

mance with the quality assurance program.

The impact of these latter criteria on engineering is felt indirectly, through

requirements which must be incorporated into procurement specifications and in

quality-relate d reports which must be reviewed or evaluated by the engineering

team.

If by now you have become convinced that I ara talking only about how the process

of control and instrumentation design is organized and controlled and saying nothing

about the technical content of that design, then I have succeeded in properly dis-

playing to you the impact of quality assurance programs on technical design efforts

in control and instrumentation engineering. This impact represents an anomaly

of the highest order. We require that engineering design be conducted by specialists"

who have received extensive training in the physical sciences and in the application

of engineering principles. We expect them to develop and exhibit sound judgement

in applying commercially manufactured control devices to the operation and control

of very complex and dynamic physical processes such as the pumping of fluids

under high and low pressures, the exchange of heat, the generation of steam, the

rotation of turbines, and the generation of electric energy. Simultaneously, the

quality assurance program requires that this work be conducted to pre-defined

procedures, and under carefully controlled work methods, to assure that there is

minimum possibility of their making an error in judgement. . . _ . - * •

A.
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The self-discipline and audit or review activities which are imposed by nuclear

quality assurance provide a high degree of assurance that systems are properly

designed and constructed and that important functional requirements have been

provided for. The examination of faulted conditions likely to occur in plant

operation and the testing and qualification of components to insure their satis-

factory operation when required to function are resulting in nuclear plants

possessing an inherent degree of safety previously unknown in the electric power

industry. This quality is not being gained without its price, however, of increased

manhour requirements to generate and document the design and construction in

the very methodical manner required by the programs, and in the impact this has

on the innovation and creativity of the highly-trained technical specialists per-

forming the design and installation work.

Necessarily-strict quality assurance requirements must not stifle the application

of new and potentially economic technologies, such as remote multiplexing of

control signals, to nuclear power. Rather, we must take advantage of the strict

self-discipline required by effective quality assurance programs to assure our-

selves that nuclear plant safety and economy are enhanced by the incorporation of

new technologies, and not compromised.

The challenge presented to the technical community by quality assurance programs

is the achievement of the needed degree of confidence in the safety of plant designs

without being wasteful of human minds and effort.


